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TN MANY medieval thinkers, e.g.' Alexander of Hales,
.1. Bona,venture, .Albert the Great, Thomas Aquinas, the statement:can be found:.I.' being and good are convertible" (ens et
bon";';' conllertunlur).' That is to say, "being" and "good"
are' interchangeable terms in predication .(converti enim est
c<n'1IOrnm praedicari).· Wherever "being" is predicated of
something, the predicate "good" is involved as well.
That must imply that "good" is here not a concept that
adds a real content or a new quality to "being ", as a result
of which "being" is restricted. For in that case there would
be no question of convertibility.' "Good" is an attribute
which pertains to every being, it is a property of being as such,
a "mode that is common, and consequent upon every being." •
In other words, "good" is coextensive with It being ", it is one
of the so-called transcenaentia' which, since Suarez, are usually
referred to as " transcendentals ".
1 Alexander of Hales, Summa I, Inq. 1. Tra.ct. 3, q. 3, membrum 1, c.
I, &. 1, "An idem sit bonum et eDs"; Bona.venture, In II Benf., d. 1,
p. 1. &. 1, q. 1, fundam. 5, "Ens et bonum convertulltur, sicut vult
Dionysiu8 ", d. 34, &. 2, q. 3, fundam. 4; Albert the Great, De Bono q.
1. &. 6; Summa Thf:O~. tract. 6, q. 28; 'I'homas Aquinas. In I Sent. 8, 1,
3; De Ver. XXI, 2; In Ds Hebdomadw'lt8, Jeet. 3; Summa. Theol. I, 16, 3.
2: Thomas Aquinll8, De Ver. I, 2 obj. 2.
a De Pot. IX, 7 ad 5: Bonum quod est in genere qualitatis, non est
bonum quod eon.vertitur cum ente, quod Dullam rem supra eJJs addit.
40 De Ver. I, 1: modus generaliter consequens omne ens.
a Comp. Albert the Great, Summa. Tkeologiae tract. 0. q. 27, e. 3:
Bonum dicit in.te.n.tionem com.munem. et est de transeendcntibus omne
genus sic:ut et eIl.8.
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The transcendentality of good is the important thing to note
at the outset. It is the foundation of ThomlUl' reBection on the
good. The medieval doctrine of transcendentals builds on
ancient sources, especially on Aristotle's discussion of the relation between "being" and "one" in Book IV of his Meta,. ,
physics, but still marks a new development in the philosophical
tradition. Albert the Great himself notices that "the Philosopher" does not hold that "true" and ," good" are general
dispositions concomitllilt with being." And' we' shall see later
on, that the reBection on "good" is a central'motive in' the '
elaboration of the medieval doctrine of transcendentals. ,'''' ."'\
Characteristic of the scholastic approach lUI compared 'to '
Kant's transcendental philosophy is that "transcendental"
stands opposed to "catcgorial". What are transcended' are the
categories, the first particular modes of being, e.g. substance,
quality, etc., which determine and contract being. Being itaelf
is not a ' genus " nor are the properties of being, for they run
through all categories. All of this may be familiar, but it seems
to me that the remark that " the doctrine of transcendentals is
classic and yet poorly known" , still holds true. A recent study
for example, argues that in Thomistic philosophy good is reduced to substantial being. Yet" there are entities which lack
all substantial being and thus all 'esse perfectum '. If value
wcro nltimately one with' esse perfectum " such entities should
lack all value; but they can have very considerable value.
'\[alne, then, must not be reducible to 'esse perfectum '." •
Aquinas' transcendental consideration is here completely mie-

understood; " in fact, "good" becomes a categorial mode of
being.
Unlike the categories transcendentals do not exclude, but include each other. Hence the dictum applies: "being and good
are convertible "." In' this article we will thoroughly examine
the sense and mciwing of this saying, lUI found in St. Thomas'
works"· 'And this inquiry is not undertaken from a mere historical interest in a central theme of medieval metaphysics. Its
primary concern is the intrinsic philosophical significance of
this thesis. It will appear that the convertibility of being and
good contains' views on the nature of being' which still set one
thinking.
" .

61n 1 Sent., d. 46, N, a.. 14 (Paris. B~rgnet, 1899), t. 26, 450: Dicendum, quod secundum Philosophum, ante omnia Bunt ens et unum. Philosophus enim. non pooit, quod verum et bonum slut dispositiones generaliter
concomitantes ens.
1 M. Jordan r< TIle Grammar of
Esse': Re-reading Thomas on the
Tmnsecndentals," in The Thomist, 44 (IOSO), p. 3.
8J. F. Crosby. n Are Being and Good Really Convertible: A Phenomenological Inquiry," in The New Sclwlastici8m LVII. 4 (1983). p. 400.
C
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.Objections to the Convertibility of Being and Good
" Every being is good." But can such a view be maintained !
In a way similar to the medieval procedure several objections
may be raised to this thesis.
First, Is not the convertibility of "being" and "good" a
striking o.""",ple of what has been desiguated since G. E.
Moore lUI the" naturalistic fallacy"! It would appear that the
order of "is" and the order of "ought" are confused. In
modem philosophy a sharp distinction has been drawn between
being and value. And there seems to be ample evidence for this
view. To be a human being and to be a good human being are
obviously quite different things. In his article Are Being and
• Compo De Ver. XXI. 1 ad 6: Sicut ens est quoddam essentiale et quoddam aceidentale, ita et bonum qUoddam accidentale et qUoddam eseentiale;
et eodem modo amittit aIiquid bonitatem eieut esse substantiate vel ac·
cidenta.le.
10 On the notion of n good" in Thomas. sce G. Mongelli, Cl 11 bene Del
pensiero 1ilO8Ollco di S. Tommaso. in Jliscelltmea. Fra.ncesca.na. 60 (1960).
241·346; J. Vande Wiele. "Bet them a 'Ens et bonum convertuntur'.
Wording en fiJo808.scbe betekeDsis," in Tijdsckri/t iloor FiIo80fi,e 26
(1964), 186·253; B. Welte, "Thomas von Aquin fiber da.s Gute. Entwurf
eines Systems". in Auf cler Spur de. FJ10iger (Freiburg. 1065). pp. 170184; En. Smith. The Goodnell8 0/ Being in Thomistic Pl,ilo8opJl,y and 'ttl
aOfOtempora.." Sipifica_

(Wa.hington, 1967).
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Good Really Oonvertible, J. F. Crosby holds that" the 'person
as substantial, and the person as having nobility, excellence,
dignity are to all eternity distinct dimensions of the being of
the person." u
.... ,-.
Actually Thomas himself raises this objection, when he deals
with the question of whether goodness and being are identical.
He states it thus: "It seems that goodness differil,reallyfrom
being. For Boethius says, 'I perceive that in :nature the fact
that things are good is one thing,' that' they' are is ft1:l other'l
Therefore goodness and being differ really.'''.~" ' : ' :"',,11 ,i ,\1
A second objection sharpens the urge for Ii distinction between being and good. It is the stock objection to ;which '
Thomas himself also refers," the problem of evil Does' not the
convertibility of being and good deny the' very reality' 'of evil t
The proposition" every being is good'" hll8 embarrassed many
modern thinkers. Two examples may suffice.
The German philosopher Max Scheler asserts, "This proposition is wrong if 'bonum' means more than valuable. For the
, omne ens' is, qua ens, indifferent to good and bad."" And the
scholastic thinker J. Hessen claims that the, original sense of
the statement "every being is good" is untenable. This
proposition makes philosophical sense only if it means that
" being" is susceptible to values, that it may be a subject of
values, either positive or negative ones." There cannot be a
real convertibility of "being" and" good,".
A third objection can be taken from the contemporary
Frencll-.Tewish thinkcr E. Levinaa. A characteristic of his
philosophy is the antithesis between ontology and ethics, between" being" and "good". A Platonic influence c~n be ob-

served in this opposition. Levinas himself says in the prologne
of one of his earliest works that his thought has been guided
by Pllito's famous, statement on the Idea of Good in the Republic (VI, 509B).18 To the question "what the good itself
is" Plato answers indirectly, namely by means of an analogy
with the sun: The sun not only furnishes to visible things the
power of visibility, but it is also the author of their generation
and growth,' although it is not itself generation.: In like manner
the good not, only ,furnishes to iatelligible objects their being
known, but ' it is also the author of their being and essence,
though ,the good, itaelf is'not essence; but transcends essence in
dignity' and ,power., The Good is "beyond being ".
'Lerinaa' opposition between "being" and " good " has, however, above all a religious background. "The Invisible of the
Bible is the Idea of Good beyond being."" 'The Invisible is
the Other Who is outside the order of being. Therefore it is
in the meeting with the Other that being, understood by
Levinaa as self-interest, is broken through.
Levinas' thought is directed not only against Heidegger's
ontology, but also' against the classical doctrine of the convertibility of "being" and" good". It is a transcendent view of
good over against a transcendental view in which good is coextensive with being.
Now it is remarkable that the reflection on the divine names
playa a' prominent part in medieval discussions of transcendentals,'" For in this reflection a problem ariscs, requiring
furthcr consideration. In Scripture" good" is said of God, a
term which is transcendental. The Gospel according to Matthew (19, 17) says, " One is good, God". God is outside every
"genus'; He transcends all :finite reality." So medieval thinkera had to face the question of the relationship between" trana-

I

Art. cit., p. 494.
Summa. Theal. I, 6, 1 obj. I.
n Ibid., I, 5, 3 obj. 2.
14 Problems of a Sociology of KnowlUZge, English"" tr~nsl~ by 14. S.
Frings (London, 1980), p. 217, in. 141.
1lI u, Omne
ens est bonum'. Kt'itische Untersu~hu~g eines atien
Axioms," in Archw filr Philcsophie 8 (1950), 317-329..
11

1.2

a:

,. De r~~tenCe J'niBttmt (1047)
HumdniBme de l'autre homme (Montpellier, 1972), p. 78.
1.8 Compo Duns Scotus, Ordinatlo I, dist. 8, pars I, q. 3.
"
U Compo HummCJ Thtol. I, 3, 5.
11'

.
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cendent" and "transcendental". This is precisely the structure of Thomas' treatise on the good in his Summa Theologiae.
First (I, q. 5) he deals with « goodness in general" and then
(q. 6) with « the goodness of God."

predilection for Aristotle's definition comes from its manifestation of good as an end (finis) : " Smce good is that which all
things desire, and since this has the aspect of an end, it is clear
that good implies the character of an end." 22 The proper influence of the final cause is to be desired." The good raises, Le.
moves the appetite. 'So " the name good signifies not only a relation, but it signifies somethiDg upon which a relation is consequent along with the relation itself.""
.
r. Aristotle's. definition' is, as indicated, only' a starting-point
for .further reflection. i As· snch it functions in the different
ways in which ·Thomas approaches the nature of the good and
its convertibility with being.
.;
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Aristotle's Definition:" The good is what all desire"

'. ".,

The contemporary objections are, 88 shown, not strange to.
Thomas. What is his response to this challenge and what are
his own arguments for the convertibility of bemg and good' A'
startmg-point for his reflection is Aristotle's definition of:the'
good, as quoted at the begiDning of the Ethics:" the good is
what all desire" (bonum est quod omnia appetunt). '. In . this
determmation good is related to the appetite. Good is what is
desirable.
This relational moment· is in itself important, but still a
source of confusion. Hence it is held that the modern idea of
value differs from the Thomistic 'bonum' "in being the idea
of somethiDg absolute, whereas 'bonum' is something relational to an 'appetitus', it is being insofar as it is (appetible '." 20 In this interpretation, however, the peculiar character of the definition of "good" has been neglected.
" Good" cannot be defined in the way formally required in
a definition, by being reduced to something more common and
prior. Since good is transcendental, there is not anything anterior to it. Hence it can only be elucidated mdirectly, namely through something consequeut, its proper effect.n Such a
dcfinition "a posteriori" is given by Aristotle. Therefore its
meaning is not that something is good because and msofar 88
it is desired, but rather the opposite. Through the effect the
cause is revealed, that is, the essence of good itself. Thomas'
J. F. Crosby, art. cit. p. 416.
21 In I Bthio., tecto 1, 9: Prima antem non po88unt notiflcari per aUqua
Jlrior&, sed notillcantur pel' posteriora, sicut causae per propri09 eft'ectU8.
Cum &utem bonum proprie sit motivum appetitus, describitu.r per motum
~o

appetltu•.

Good As the

«

Actuality" of Being

·A first approach focusing on the idea that being is " actuality " can be found in the Summa Theologiae I, 5, 1. The argument consists of four steps which lead to the conclusion that
« good" and « be'"
' I Th ey are very enI'Ightenmg are I' d
entlca.
ing for an insight into Thomas' line of thought.
« Good" is first identified with « desirable" (appetibile)
with a reference to Aristotle's definition, just discussed. The
second step is that « desirable" is identified with « perfect"
(pe'Jeetum). « Now it is clear that a thing is desirable only
in so far as it is perfect, for all desire their own perfection."
This step deserves particular attention. Here Aquinas does not
connect « good" with perfectivum, as in other passages," but
228ummIJ Theol. I, 5, 4: Bonum cum sit quod omnia. appetunt, hoc
autem habet rationem finis, manifestum est quod bonum rationem. finis
importat.
23 De Ver. xxn, 2: lnfluere causae ftnalis est appeti et desiderari.
u IbU!. XXI, 6: Ipsum nomen boni . . . significat id &d. quod eequitur
respectus cum respectu ipso.
2tI See De VeT.• XXI, 1: Sic ergo primo et principa.1iter dieitur bonum
ens perfeetivum alterius per mooum finis.
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with pel'feetum which connotes something absolute." What is
perfective of something elee, has to be perfect in itself. Hence
every thing is good in so far as it is perfect, for as such it'is
desirable.
. '
With the notion of " perfect" Thomas had dealt in the previous question 4 of the Summa,. "Perfect" is what lacks nothing. It is defined by Aristotle in his Physics as "that beyond
which there is nothing" (euius nihil est erlra.·ipsum).· ..'''!t
has nothing outside of itself; there is nothing that can: be added
on. Perfect has' the character of "complete ";·i·The term;,',per-"
fectum' originally signifies the termination of 'a plocess;iPer''fect is what has been completed, what :has attilfued its' end:
(perteetum est quod attin,git ad finem efus)." What is this fulfillment!
That is revealed by a third step: " perfect" is identified with
"act". "But everything is perfect so far' as it is actual (in
Getu)." A thing is not completed until it has its own act." A
potency without act is imperfect, because a thing is then lacking
iIs end. Perfection demands a reduction from potentiality to
act. A thing is through the act what it can be and ought to be.
Therefore every act is a perfection and a good.
The final step is that" actuality" is identified with" being".
Thomas' argnment goes on: "Now it is clear that a thing is
good so far as it is a being (ells); for being (esse) is the actuality (Getua,litas) of every thing." With this step the analysis
has arrived at the ontological foundation of the convertibility of
"being" and " good ".'. For to be is to have actuality, to have.

actuality is to have perfection, and to have perfection is to
be good.
" Being in act constitutes the essence of the good."" However, this very basis ia a real obstacle for our understanding of
the dictum "being and good are convertible". In many reapects this perspective is· atrange to us, for it entails an understanding of· being running counter to our modern idea of reality.·,··Weare incIined to regard "being" aa mere pl'esency and
not asa perfection.rIa it'something more than the bare fact of
mating ,. Is being as such not indifferent, 8s Scheler claims, to
good and bad' ",:,.. ;",o,c;C.)' 'f,
.,'"
Therefore it is the meaning of being which is determinative
for' the thesis· of the convertibility. : The novelty of Thomas'
interpretation' is that being has to be understood as actuality.
Aquinas wants us to conceive of "being" as act, that is, as
that through which a thing achieves its perfection. Being is the
completion of everything," it is the realization of its potentialities. Through its own act of being a thing is what it can be.
Every being as being is therefore good. The transcendental
" gOOd" is in a literal sense an expression of the meaning of
being.
But granted that" being" is a perfection, must it not mean
that a fortiori acts wit.h a fnller content, such as e.g. "life"
and "wisdom", are perfections! Such an objection raised by
Thomas himself (Summa Theol. I, 5, 2 obj. 4) is an indication that the purport of this understanding of being has not yet
been sufficiently grasped. Being is not merely one act among
many. It retains the status of act relative to all else that is
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28 In. De HebdomadibuB, tecto 4: In bonis ereatis est duplex bonitas . ..
Alia vero bonitae coDsideratur in eis ab8olute, prout scilicet UDumquodque
dicitur bonum, inquantum est perfectum in esse et operari.
21 Phys., ill, 6, 207a 9 (Thomas, lect. 11,385).
28 De Perfections Vitae 8piritual~, c. 1; 1,., De DWinis Nominibw c. 1,
tecto 2, 47; 1ft, X Metaph., tecto 5, 2028.
20 Summa cantril Gentile8 II, 63: Nihil cnlm comp1etur: nisi per proprium actum.
soCf. De Ver. XXI, 2: Necesse est, quod omn~ ens sit bonum. ex hoo
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ipso quod else habet .. . et ita relinquitur quod bonum et ens convertuntur.
81 Summa contra Gentiles I, 37: Esse igitur actu bani rationem constitult. Cf. De Malo I. 1: Ip"um eS8e mn.xime habet rationcm appetibi.Hs;
8ummCJ. TAeol. I-U, 18, 1: Unumquodque autum ha.bet de bono, qU&Dtum
habet de csse.
at Quod!. XII, 5, 1: Esse eat compJeroeutum omnis forma.e, quia per hoc
completur quod habet esse, et habet esse cum est actu.
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called" act". It is the realization of whatever nature one considers. "Life and wisdom, Thomas replies, are desirable only
so far as they are actual. Hence in each one of them some sort
of being is desired." as For this reason "being" was called 'the
most perfect of all in the previous question, Be it'includes all perfections. No value can be outside of being. "Every excellence
(nobilitas) of any thing belongs to it' according to its being.
For man would have no excellence as a' resnlt of his wisdom
unless through it he were wise:"" With a, personal emphasis
rather unusual in his works Thomas states, "That which I' call
being (esse) is the actuality of all acts, and for this reason' it
is the perfection of all perfections ",B.
".,q'
The philosophical significance of, this perspective is' that
reality is considered intrinsically meaningfuL The good does
not come to a thing from the outside, but it pertains to what is
the most intimate in it, to its being. Hence being and good are
convertible. This convertibility, however, does not exclude at
all a non-identity within that which is, as will be seen more
clearly in the last section. But this opposition is quite different
from the distinction between being and value in modern philosophy, because it occurs on a transcendental level. Being can
be divided with itself, it can lack the realization of its own possibilities. It is then deprived of its destination. This deviation
from the norm, this perversion is the very character of evil. It
is not a pure negation, but deficiency of the good that a thing
ought to have." Thomas' reply to the stock objection to the
convcrtibility, based on the" reality" of evil runs as follows:

"No being is said to be evil, considered as being, but only so
far as it lacks being. Thus a man is said to be evil, because he
lacks the being of virtue." so
This solution has been much criticized. It is, however,
especially a philosophy viewing being as act and as ultimate
perfection which is able to probe the genuine opposition between good and evil.' When good is transcendental, there cannot be a malum metaphysicum. ~vil is not some kind of being
nor is it, as with Levinas, preservation of being which should be
broken through: . It is privation, lack of being and consequently
of goodness. An evil thing lacks the actuality of its own potentialities, it lacks what it ought to be. BO
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Summa Thea!. I, 5, 2 ad -t.
341bid., I, 4, 1 ad 3: Ipsum esse est perfeetissimum omnium; com·

IS

pa1'8.tur enim ad omnia ut actus. Nihil enim habet actualitatem nisi inquantum eat. nnde ipsum esse est a.ctualitas omnium rerum et etiam
ipsarum forma.rum.
35 Summa. contra. Genti~8 I, 28.
.SS De Pot., VII, 2 a.d 9.
S1 Summa. TheoE. I, 48, 5 ad 1: Ma.lum privatio est boni, et

purs. ... defectus boDi quod Da.tum est et debet haberi.

Don
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Good AB the" Conformity" of Being, and Man
" Good " and « being" are really the same. Yet, as is underlined in SU1nma. Theologiae I, 5, 1, they are not simply synonymous terms. Their convertibility should not be considered
as entailing their equivalence. These terms refer to the same
reality, bnt differ in idea, in thought. "Good" adds something which the term "being" does not itself express, namely
the idea of desirableness (ratio appetibilis). What good adds,
is the relation to the appetite. In this' way Aristotlc defined
" good n as " what all desire ".
This relational aspect marks a second approach to the question, Why are being and good convertible! It can be found in
Thomas' treatise De Veritate. The first disputed question is,
"What is truth!" Thomas' tackling of this subject is quite
remarksble. He does not discuss, as Anselm of Canterbury does
in his dialogue On Truth, the meanings of truth in diverse
areas in which truth is said to be found. Aquinas examines the
prerequisite conditions in every investigation of what a thing
SSlbid., I, 5, 3 ad 2.
Cf. De Pot., III, 6: Secundum autem quod malum est. non est actu,
cum unumquodque dicitnr malum ex hoc quod potentia est privata proprio
et debito aetu.
19
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is. He attempts as it were to grasp the' beginning of our
thought, namely throngh the method of re-duction, by reducing
our concepts to a first one. It is one of the few medieval texts
in which a "transcendental method" is applied.
In every question as to what something is, we rednce the
thing in question to a more common term, to which we add a
specific difference. We may go on to ask with regard to this
more common one what is it I and again we answer with a more
universal term. This regress, however, cannot continne infinitely. Otherwise we would never arrive at knowledge of things.
There must be something which is not known through anything
else, but which is immediately evident to the intellect.·' .;. ",:;
That which tbe intellect first conceives and to which it reduces all its concepts, is "being" (ens). This insight is the
prerequiBite condition to any investigation of reality. Without
this nothing can be understood. f1 Consequently all other concaptiens must be regarded as an addition to "being". But how
can something be added to it I For being is all-embracing; outside of being is nothing. Only in this sense, that other concepts
express a mode of being which the term "being" does not yet
itself express."
This expression of being may occur in two directions. In one
way, so that the mode expressed be some special mode of being
(specialis modus entis). This particularization tskes place in
the ten categories which Aristotle listed. A second way of expression concerns a mode consequent to every being in generaL

These expressions transcend the eat~ories, they are "transcendental ".
This general mode may concern that which follows upon
every being in' itself, or that which follows upon every being
in relation to something else. That order can be negative, namely according to the division (divisio) of one thing from another.
This is expressed by the word'''.something'' (aliquid), a term
which according to Thomas'literally says " some other thing"
(qWUli aliud quid) ; and which mdicate8 the distinction of a
being from what it is not itself.. Besides this, however, there
is a more positive relational mode of being, the "conformity"
(convenientia) of one being to any thing else. How is such a
relation possible ¥., It requires "something" which is not only
characterized by'its diviBion from anything else, but whose nature is to accOrd with every being. Such a being iB the soul
which, as it is said in De Ani17Ul (III, 8, 431b 21), "in some
way is all things". But in the sonl there is a cognitive power
and an appetitive power. The term "good ", then, expresses
the conformity of being to the appetite. What it adds to
"being", is the relation to the human appetite, that iB, the
will."
The order of Thomas' exposition in De Veritate I, 1 is just
the opposite of that in Sum17Ul Theologiae, I, 5, 1. The latter
starts with the notion of "good" and ends with its reduction
to "being". In the former "being", "taken from the act of
being (actus essendi)", is tbe first concept and tbe argument
focusing on that npon which a relation is consequent, concludes with the transcendental" good ".
In this analysis we can notice an "anthropocentric turn".
It is in relation to the human faculties of cognition and appetite that the transcendentals " true" and " good·" are derived.

40 De Ver., I, 1: Sicut in demonstrnbilibus oportet fieri reductioDcm in
a.liqun. principia per Be intellectui nota, ita investigaDdo quid est unum·
quodque. Alia.s utrobique in infinitum iretur, et sic peri ret omnino scientis
et eognitio rerum.
41 Ibid., I, 1: IUud a.utem quod primo intellectus coneipit quasi notissimum et in quod conceptiones orones resolvit est eD8'. Cf. In I Sent.
8, 1, 3: Primum cnim quod cadit in imaginatione intellectua, est ens, sine
quod nihil potest apprehendi ab intellectu.
42 Dc Ver., I, 1: Sed secundum hoc aliqua dicuntur addere super ens, in
quantum exprimunt modum ipsins entia qui nomine entia non exprimitur.
C
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43 Ibid., I, 1: In anima antem est ,is oognitiva et appetitivlt; con·
venientiam ergo entia ad appetitum exprimit hoe Domen Cbonum', unde in
principio Ethicorum dtcitur quod n bonum est quod omnia appetunt" j
t:Onveientiam vero entia ad intellectum exprimit hoc nomen (vuum. '.
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It appears, then, that the convertihility of "being" and
" good" contains a statement about human nature. A human
being is not just" something" (aliquid) beside other beings in
the world. Peculiar to man is that he is himself by extending
to all being in his knowing and willing. ' A human being is characterized by what we may call a "transcendental openness",·
owing to which he is conformable to every being. Therein the'
ontological goodness manifests itself.
. "'.,,',
The human will is not determined to any particular good. I
The nature of the will is its directedness to good as such;~:its:
formal object is unlimited. On this spiritnal' openness' the:
freedom of the human will is based. Human acts are really
free acts. Human action is therefore the domain of the moral
good. The gathering of being in human being is attended with
the emerging of moral good.. "Human acts are identical with

convertibility. It is an approach characteristic of medieval
thought. In medieval philosophy the question of the origin of
being, of the source of the goodness of things is posed. The
convertibility of "being" and "good" has a religious backgronnd, briefly indicated by Thomas in his Oommentary on the
Sentences: "Althongh being and good differ in thought, . . .
yet they are really convertible, because all being (esse) is from
the Good and towards the Good."" •
.The origin of thi,ngs is not understood in a radical and integral way, unless it· is conceived as'" creation". For the
terminus of the creation is being as being. That which is has
been called into being out of nothing, it is creatura. And as
such it is good." .
The source of being in an absolute sense can only be that
which is itself complete act and consequently pure goodness,
the divine goodness. Every agent acts for an end. God, however, causes other things, not from need but from generosity:
He intends only to co=unicate His perfection, which is His
goodness." In the pregnant wording of Augustine (De Doctrina
Ohristiana I, 32): "Inasmuch as God is good, we are; inasmuch as we are, we are good." Owing to the relation to this
divine Origin, for a creature to be is to be good." Being itself
is a similitude of the divine goodness."
Every being is good, because it is willed and loved by the
Creator. "The love of God infuses and creates goodness in
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moral acts."

411

Good and the Relation to the Origin
Up until now we followed two approaches to the convertibility of "being" and" good". These are interchangeable terms,
first, because something is called" being" (ens) by reason of
its " actuality", the "perfection of all perfections"; and, secondly, because being " accords with" the human appetite. On
account of the first approach it is obvious, however, that the
human will is not the cause of the goodness of things. The
" anthropocentrism" in the medieval doctrine of transcendentals is of a kind different from that in modern philosophy. " Our
will is not the cause of the goodness of things, but is moved by
it as by its object." ••
This leads us to Thomas' third approach to the thesis of the
U Ibid., XXIV, 7: Natura vero rationalis ordina.tur ad bonum sim·
pllclter.
-411 Summa Theol., 1·11, 1, 3.

oIeSummG TheoJ. I. 20, 2: Voluntas D08tra non est CAusa bonitatis re:rum,

sed ab ea movetur ab objecto.
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n In I Santo d. 1, Exp. textus: Quamvis bonum et cns different secundum
intentiones, quia. alia est ratio boni et entis; tamen convertuntur secundum
8upposita, eo quod omne esse est a bono et ad bonum.
48 Cf. In 1 Sent. 8, I, 3 obj. 2: Dicitur eUlm bonum a • boare', quod est
vocare.
49 Summa Theol. I, 44, 4: Omne agens agit propter fioem ... . Sed primo
agenti, qui est agens tan tum, non convcnit agere propter acquisitioncm
aUcuju8 finiA, sed intendit solum eommunicaTe suam perfeetionem, quae
est eju8 bonitas.
so De Ver., XXI, 6: Esse creatura.e DOD haberet ra.tionem bani, nisi
pra.eauppoaito ordine ad eres.toTem.
n Ibid., XXII, 2 ad 2: Ipsum eue est similitudo divini bonitatis.
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things."" That sheds new light on the relational aspect which,
as we saw, the term" good " adds to " being". It is ultimately
through thc relation to the creative will that the goodne88 of
being is constituted. This accounts for the desirablenC88 of being itself and its relatednC88 to the human will
In De Potentia III 6 Thomas against "the' error" of the
Manichees argues that all beings as beings are to' be reduced
to one principle, which is good. This argninent, typical' of 'the'
third approach to the convertibility, 'can 'be put in a brOader
historiesl context. There is evidence that the' convertibility of
" being" and " good " was formulated for the first time'in reaction against the religious movement of the Kathars;' This
movement spread throughout Western Europe from the middle
of the 12th century on, especially in southern France. It taught
a typiesl Manichaean doctrine, characteriZed by a sharp' dualism. Two creative principles oppose each other: a good one,
cause of the spiritual world, and an evil one, cause of the
visible and material world."
It is generally recognized that the first medieval treatise on
transcendentals is the Summa de bono of Philip the Chancellor,
written about 1230. In the prologne the author states that he
will mainly deal with the " good ". And indeed the Summa' is
centered on the transcendentality of this principle. Undoubtedly, this intention has to be related to the explicit reference in
the prologue to the 'Manichaei' "who ignore the nature of
common principlcs "." So the beginning of the doctrine of
transcendentals may be regarded ss the philosophical response
to t.he chnllclll\'O of the Kolhars. "Being nnd good are convert-

But against this foundation of the transcendentnlity of
" good " an objection has been raised in a study on the doctrine
of transcendentals. K. Biirthlein argues that, when the goodne88
of being rests 'upon a relationship to God, precisely by this relation "good" would'lose its transcendental character. For
" good " 'does not concern being as snch any more, but solely
created being, ,that is, 'being already restricted to the categories.
Moreover,' neither is,the other term of the relationship a trans-'
cendental'entity;, but rather' a transcendent one, namely God.'
Therefore, ,the medieval doctrine of transcendentals "has not
constituted' itself -as a really transcendental philosophy.""
This criticism necessitates a further consideration of the relation of ",good" to God. '
Why is God, called "good "f Is it because He is the cause
of goodness' in things' This opinion is rejected by Thomas in
the Summa Tkeologiae I, 13, 2. If the words " God is good "
signified no more than, "God is the cause of good things", it
would follow that the name "good" would be said of Him as
properly the name of something posterior to Him, by way of
a secondary sense. "Good" is not a name which is said of God
negatively or which signifies His relation to creatures, but it is
said of God" absolutely and affirmatively". Good is predicated
substantially of God. "So when we say 'God is good', the
meaning is not, 'God is the cause of goodness', or, 'God is
not evil'; but the meaning is, 'Whatever good we attribute to
creatures pre~xists in God', and in a higher way. Henoo it
does not follow that God is good because He causes goodness;
but rather, on the contrary, He CRUSes goodnc88 in things because He is good." 118
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ible'."
12 Summa PAeol. I, 20, 2: Amor Dei est infundem et crea.D.s bonitatem
in rebus.
.
68 See R. Nelli, La philoaophie dtl OatlGriame. Le dU4liBme radical Btl
XlII·.U<1< (Paris, 1975).
114 Cf. H. Pouillon, "Le premier TraiM des PropriM.es transcendentales
8um11l4 de bono du Chancelier Philippe," in .Revue MOBcola.stique de
philosopMe 42 (1939), 40-77. A critica.l edition of the Summa d6 bemo
has not been pUblished ;yet.
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IUS K. In.rlhleiD, Die Tf"anszendentalienlehre der alten Ontologie, 1: Dk
Tronuenaentcdienkhre im Corpus AriBtotelicum (BerlinjNew York, 1972),
11 fr.
lIe8ummtJ. Theol. I, 13 1 2: Cum igitur dicitur, 'Deus est bonus', nOD est
sensus, 'Deu8 est causa bonitatis', vel 'Deus non eat malue', sed est
sensus, 'Id quod bonitatem dicimus in creaturis praeexistit in Deo '. et
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God is goodness. All other things have received goodness.
The relation of things to their divine origin, expressed in the
J udeao-Christian idea of "creation", is explained by Thomas
philosophically in terms of "participation". He subscribes to
Aristotle's criticism of this Platonic notion: there are no separate selfsubsisting Forms of natural things. But Aquinas recognizes the legitimacy of this doctrine with regard to what is,
most common (m=ime communia)," that is, to the transcendentals. Explicit arguments ·for this application are not,
given. But it is not difficult to grasp these reasons..The doc:trine of participation enables conceiving the transcendence. of.
Goodness and the transcendentality of good together. God is
good by virtue of his Essence. All that is created is and is good,
in so far as it participates in what is essentially good, the exemplary cause of every goodness which Plato called " the .I~ea
of Good". So Thomas claims that" in this respect the 0plDlon
of PIato can be held". ,.
Finally it appears that the thesis of the convertibility of bein'" and good does not stand in opposition to the view that the
b
Good
is "beyond being". For Thomas the transcendentaI'Ity
of good is not incompatible with the transcendence of the One
Who is (essentially) good.

"good". . Theref·
d have the same naore, '" Good' and' en'
ture, since the good is that which all desire."" In this connection, however, a question might be raised: When being as
such is good, when the convertibility of being and good is an
original "datum ", why should the good still require to be
striven for, why should it still retain the character of an end Y
" The peculiarity of " good'" consists in its constituting a dynamic.. The. expression of this dynamic is that,· although
"be'"
.
mg and'" good' are convertible,
yet "being absolutely"
and "good absolutely" are not identical in any created reality.'· This non-identity proceeding from the structure of finite
being is put forward by Thomas in his reply to the above-mentioned objection, namely the statement of Boethius, " I perceive
that in nature the fact that things are good is one thing, that
they are is another."
In Summa, Theologiae 1, 5, 1 ad 1 Thomas argues that SOmething is "being absolutely" (ens simpliciter) by the act according to which it is primarily distinguished from that which
is only in potency. This act is the very substantial being of
each thing. Therefore, it is by its substantial being that everything is said to have being absolutely. But by any further act,
by acts added to being absolutely it is said to have" being in a
certain scnse" (secundum quid). E.g. "to be white" signifies
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Good as End
" Good" is something desirable and thus it becomes the end
of the appetite. "Good" has the aspect of a final cause. Conversely, the end has, because it is desirable, the aspect of
hoc quidem secundum modum altiorem. Dude e~ hoc Don seqU!tur quod
Deo compet&t esse bonum inqu&ntum causa.t bomtatem, sed potlUB e converso quia. est bonus bonita.tem rebus dift'undit.
tiT In De Dicinis Nominibus, proemium.
tl8 De Vet". XXI, 4~ Et quantum ad lloe opinio Pla-tonls sustineri potest.
Cf. .S'tlm17lG Theol. I, 103 1 2: Bonum antem universa.le. est q~od ,est per Be
et per 8uam essentiam bonum, quod est ipsa. essen till boDltatJ8 j bonum
antem pa.rticula.re est quod est pa.riieipa.tive bonum.
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being "in a certain sense ", since this act is added to some-

thing already actual.
With regard to "good" the converse applies. "Good" expresses perfection and has therefore the character of being
"It'
1 t e.
" F or thoIS reason what has bemg
.
u Ima te " and" comp,e
" absolutely", that is, substantial being, is not good" absolutely", but only" in a certain sense", for insofar as it is actual,
591,., 11 Metaph., teet. 4, 317: Eadem enim ra.tio boni et finis est; nam
bonum est quod omnia a.ppetunt, ut dicitur in I Ethic.
GO 8umma. contra. Gentile, III, 20: Non igitur euilibet crcaturarum. idem
est esse et bonum esse simpliciter, licet quaelibet earum bona sit in
quantum est.
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it has some perfection. A thing is said to be good " absolutely", viewed in its complete actuality, that is, in having the
ultimate perfection which it ought to have.
In this way, therefore, regarded in its first actuality, a thing
is being" absolutely" and good " in a certain sense"; regarded
in its complete actuality, it is good "absolutely" and being
"in a certain sense ". Hence the saying of Boethius is to be
referred to the distinction between being good absolutely' and
.' '"
'," :' '''0; ", :"-'''''''\'''.,,1-:',
being absolutely.
The significance of this reply is that it permits us to seethe
limits of the thesis of the convertibility., Every being as being
is good. But Thomas admits that in
absolute sense there
may be a real distinction. A thing can be called "good" both
from its being (esse) and from some added property, By rea~
son of the first goodness, being is convertible with good, and
conversely. But by reason of the second, good is a division of
being."' An unvirtuous man is " good in a certain sense ", insofar as he is a being; yet he is not "good absolutely", but
rather evil, because he lacks the perfection he ought to have.
The plenitude of being (plenitudo essendi) belongs to the essence of good."
,
Every being strives to be complete in goodness." Whe~ein
does this completeness, goodness in its absolute sense, constst I
According to Thomas, as a thing is related as it should be to
everything outside itself,., by which it is perfected in relation

an:

51 De V er. XXI 2, ad 6: Aliquid potest dici bonum et ex 8UO eBBe et ex
atiqu& proprietat; vel habitudine superaddita. .. . Ratione igitur primae
bonitatis enA c()7l.'Verlitur cum bono et e converso, Bcd ratione 8ecundo.e
bo um dittidit ens. TIlls rea.l distinction ha.s ~n misunderstood by J. F.
Cr:sbY, art. cit. p. 479, when be holds: ': Nevertheless, it is sti!l tru~ to
say that in Thomistic philosophy ~ IS ~edUc:a ~ substantIal belDg,
for the 'actus superadditi' are conceIved && mberlttg In the substance, and
as being continuous with it, and really completing it."
82 Summa Theol., I·U, 18, 1.
.
.
68 De Ver., XXII, 7: ... appetat naturaliter se esse completum In bom-

~u.

. XXI, :
5 .. , ut debito modo ee ha.bent ad omnia quae
Ibid.,
extra. ipsum.
84

t
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to other beings. This consideration leads us again to an important philosophical insight. Let us summarize. "Being"
and "good" are' convertible, because being is perfected in
itself by its first act of subsisting. At the same time, however,
there exists a non-identity between being and good "absolutely ", which appears to lie in the order towards otMr beings. So
the'convertibility of the "plenitude of being " and "good" in
the absolute sense, contains the nooq of being-itself in re'W.tion
to other beings. ., '
,
.. ,: And 'this relationship is not, as with Levinas, an estrangementfrom a thing's own being, but rather its completion. For
the act which renders being "absolutely good" is the completion of the "actuality" of' being-the central moment in the
first approach to the convertibility of being atid good. This
completion concerns the faculties and powers of a thing, it consists in its activity. Actuality requires activity." This is the
act through which a being attains its complete goodness, referring itself to other beings. Operation is the" second act ",
striven for by every thing as its end."
The final end, to which a thing is directed in its activity, cannot be anything else than that which is essentially good, the
divine goodness." This was also the Origin of things-the
central moment in the third approach to the convertibility. The
Origin and End of all things prove to be identical. So, as
Thomas points out, reality is dominated by a circular motion:
8S See De Bpiritua,l. Creat., a. 11: Slcnt autem ipsum eue est actuaHta.or
quo.edam essentiae, ita. operari cst act1lal$taB opcrtLtivae potentiac BCll
virtutis: SummG Theol. I, 64. 1: Actio eoim est proprie netua1itaa virtu·
tis, sieut esse est aetualitas substantiae, vel esseotiae. .
"De Ver. I, 10 ad 3: Secunda perfeetio est operatio, quae est finis
rei . . . Ex parte 8ecundae consurgitur in ipsa ratio bonitatis, quae consurgit ex fine; 1,. 11 De caelo. leet. 4, 334: Quaelibet enhn res appetit
suam perfectionem sieut snum finem, operatio Butero est ultima perfectio .. . operatio autem est a.ctus secundu8, tamquam perfeetio et finis
operantis.
aT BummIJ Theol. I J 4A. 4: Divina bonitas est finis omnium rerum. Cf.
the series of arguments in 8um. cont. Gent. nI, 17.
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"Sic in rebus quaedam circulatio inveniatur, dum a beno
egredientia, in benum tendunt."" The circular motion in the
most perfect motion, because its starting point in united with
its end. There is nothing that can be added on.
The circulation-doctrine is a central but neglected feature of
Thomas' thought." The application of this view to created
reality is all the more striking, "because at present the straight
line in usually thought to be the most" adequate symbel of the"
Christian interpretation of reality in its dynamic." MedievaL
reflections show 11s another picture, based on" the idea that "the
Origin and End of all things, the Alpha and" Omega; are the
same, namely goodness itself.
,,"
That from which the things come forth, turns out to be their
final end. In this circulation'li special position pertains to the
human being-the central moment in the second approach to
the convertibility. Owing to his transcendental openness man
alone is able to refer himself explicitly to his Origin. Only he
addresses himself expressly to God in his acts of knowing and
loving. It is in the rational creature that the circulation of
locality is completed.
In the analysis of good as an end we noted successively:
" activity" as second act, God as final end, and the particular
importance of human acts. It becomes clear, then, that in the
process towards good as an end the three approaches to the
dictum "Being and good are convertible ", we discussed, are
integrated: being as actuality, the "conformity" of being and
man, and the relation to the Origin, the Good itself. "And it is
the doctrine of the transcendentality of good which underlies
this comprehensive philosophical view.
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